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Journey 

to an exhibition.
A guide for young Photo-artists
 who wants to be exhibited.
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What do you need?

• Motivation.

• This guide 
(print it if you can, it’s A4 print-ready, b&w is enough)

• A good pen, 
also a highlighter is a good complement.

• An internet connection.

Get all these before your start.
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MOTIVATION FIRST
So you want your own exhibition?

You should better get a day-job! 

Everybody knows:
 •You like the financial security.
 •Your mum lied.
  You have no talent.
  No one out of  friends and family 
  have approved your work.
 •You just want big money 
  but you have no business sense.
  You’re not ready to compromise your art.
  by being commercial.
  You think you know the value of  art.
  You think you’ll have an instant success.
 •You like to control everything.
  You know how you want your exhibition
  to be, whatever the gallery.
  You don’t listen to others because
  they know nothing.
 •You are lazy.
 •You are too fragile and emotional
  You will never face the tough critics and
  the harsh art community.

Did you recognize yourself, a little, totally?
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Neither your work nor your family is enough 
alone to enter the art market.

Being successful is not easy.
Being successful is not for everyone.
Being successful means working for it, but even 
working the hardest way do not warrant success. 

Realize that you’ll be broken and bitter,
this gonna nourish the anger and the depression 
that makes great artist rise up. 
But you’re not great.

Take time to think about all that.

Accept to auto-evaluate yourself  before 
making another step. Really, do it.

Right now, 
you would better quit if you’re 
not motivated enough.
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You’re still there? 

“Artists support themselves 
through freelance work and 

don’t find galleries especially 
helpful, new study says”

2018, https://hyperallergic.com/447056/economics-visual-artist-study-creative-independent/

…

OK, let’s begin.

http://hyperallergic.com/447056/economics-visual-artist-study-creative-independent/
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Keep in mind at all times that 
a gallery is not an entity that 
exists to serve you. 
Understand that it’s all about 
cooperation and working 

together

”
Alan Bamberger
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I-Before you start

Before you start looking for an exhibition venue, you need a 
background, a luggage of useful things and you need to ask 
yourself few questions.

What you got now:

You probably have some skills in photography, at least the basics.
You may also have some skills or knowledge on photo print pro-
cess, it’s a good point, it’s a better one if  it’s an expert level in de-
velopment and printing.
Maybe you’re educated, art education is a plus, but not mandatory.
You also should have some artworks already.

Do you have a website, a social network ID and a physical portfo-
lio?
It’s MANDATORY to have both, but it’s also very important to 
make a difference between them.

The website is your showcase, your own public gallery, your land 
of  free exhibition.

The social network is your advertising platform, where you attract 
new audience and maintain the credibility high and strong toward 
your supporters.

The physical portfolio is your key to the real world, there’s many 
ways to organise it but its portability is to consider.

If  you’re good with that, then you need to ask yourself  some deep-
er questions:
Is your art good enough? Do you have enough art for an exhibi-
tion?

Read about how to fix all that in this chapter.
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Ia - The website

Your website is your art showcase.

Your website must be easily accessible: 
 You need an address easy to remember
 You need a fast loading website 
 (at least a fast loading homepage).

The address
If  your address is too complex, chances that people misspelled it 
when they take note or type it. 
No “meyesup3r3S1teOfph0t0.tr”, no “sbx1679v52447vdq.com”
Keep it simple, name.com or namesurname.com is perfect, the 
shorter the better.
Don’t make it coded or cryptic, you’re not a hacker, you’re not a 
programmer.
Make some research on search engines (google for example) be-
fore you validate your website name. Does someone have a close or 
similar website name? It should be the only reason you should not 
use your real artist name as website address. Avoid also generic 
names including “photo” “photography” “shot” “shooting” …
You’re an artist, not a commercial photographer. You will sell your 
vision, your personality, not a wedding package. (No offense to 
commercial photographers, whose job could interconnect with 
yours) 

If  you’re already a commercial photographer, i suggest that your 
personal art website should be hosted on another website than 
your commercial shooting one. 
A link to your art website on your commercial website is enough, 
…if  you want your actual clients to see your art, but it’s not always 
a good idea. Think twice.
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The website content
About the temptation of  upload your images in high definition, 
remember this sentence: 
“The net audience have no patience.”

You should think of  all kind of  audience, mobile phone viewers 
could be under low stream. Your audience could also be out of  in-
dustrialized town, in a far place, where roaming is slow, and also, 
not everyone have a large display. 
Long loading page could be a leaving trigger.
Medium definition pictures with appropriate copyrights included 
(invisible watermarks, discreet ©, or code disabling download), 
you’re almost sure that your pictures won’t be stolen for print, and 
you make them more easily sharable on social networks.

Don’t use your website as a dropper or a backup, don’t upload 
all your pictures on-line. There are already plenty other web-
sites for doing this. Publish only selected ones, chosen series, and 
you’re not forced to put all the pictures of a series on-line. Think 
of  your website like a physical showcase, figure it like the car 
brand exhibiting only shiny models on a rotating platform, not 
second-hand vehicles parking sales. 

Your contents must have the Likes/Comments/Share/Tag available.

You must name your pictures, don’t use random or native names.

You can use identification terms like this :   artist_serie_number.jpg

DSC00025852.jpg, or version2_0852017.png for example, are 
very bad names for organization, indexation, and searchbot 
scanning.
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Your website must be 

organized.
 
The informations 
must be clearly 
detailed in a 
hierarchic order.
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Your website must be organized : 
The informations must be clearly detailed in a hierarchic order.

These three navigations must appear on the front-page 
(homepage) of your website :
•PHOTOS or PROJECTS 
(drop menu with sections by serie/topic/time)
•ABOUT (commitments + your bio : education+exhibition+publi-
cation)
•CONTACT (must be linked to a communication tool you use fre-
quently)

The PHOTOS menu could have another name, but make it clear 
for the audience.
Other navigations are optional.

Don’t put a “news” or “blog” if  you’re not updating content often.

Don’t put a “links” page with your competitors (same style, same 
topics, etc.)
Don’t put a “links” page without clear explanation of  what it is and 
why you put these links (your collective studio, sponsors, artist 
you support… be clear.)

Shortcuts for going back to front-page (home button) and main 
sections must be available on every page.

Be sure your informations (about & contact) are accurate and 
up-to-date.

Compare providers for hosting name and contents, regarding to 
what you plan to publish online (hosting size requirement), the 
facility to manage for you (online drag and drop or coding…) and 
what interactions you’re expecting with visitors (widgets, share 
buttons, comments…), price of  hosting is also to consider for be-
ginners.
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For building your website, i don’t recommend asking a friend 
(problem of  availability later for updates, loss of  free of  charge) 
or a web agency (delay, charging high fees for updates, owns the 
name of  your website, etc…)
Be careful of  “free” hosting where non-responding or inactive 
accounts are closed then re-sold and re-available by someone else 
later! (who can keep your website name)

•Make your artist ID on social networks available.
(Your Facebook, tweeter or whatever)

•Create one or two singular #tag for your work that you can also 
use for social network.

•If  you’re already at ease with web design, use a specific name for 
each page of  your gallery and website. Use meta and SEO for your 
site, title, description and keywords for your pictures.

•Never ask to register, to sign-in, to log-in, or to fill forms to ac-
cess your website. (Exception for professional sharing later)

•Do not use special effects, music, plug-ins or any complex 
scripts who gonna slow down the navigation. Again: your audi-
ence may be on an old device, with a low roaming bandwidth.

Make your artist 
identity on social 
networks available.
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Ib - The social network

Your social network is a tool to harvest a larger audience, and 
keep your fans close.

•Your social IDs must be short and memorable 

•You must differentiate public and private networks.
It’s better to have different channels or ID to reach the right per-
sons. Your family could be pleased by your new girlfriend, your 
fans may not. Your representative gallery could be glad to hear 
about your new extremely provocative topic, your grand-mother 
may be not. 
All the private events could be against you, as your audience may 
judge your life instead of  your art. Focus!

•Try to use a posting method that allow you to copy-paste the 
content from one channel to another, or better, an auto editor for 
multiple platforms (multi-sharing tools). Think about the per-
son on Tweeter who don’t follow Instagram, or the Insta-follower 
who’s not on Facebook, etc. 
It’s better to have the same news on all networks than to miss a 
possible target. 
Use hashtags.

•Remember to share the right content; your work news, related 
events.
The social sharing of  your public art channels must be driving 
traffic to your website and your related activities (exhibitions, 
sales, contest, …)

•Again, get your profile up-to-date, all the contact informations 
must be accurate. 
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Also, again, remember the more you share about your life (“share”, 
“comments” and “likes” on movies, sports, music, politics) the 
more people will judge your life and not your art. Focus! 

You have no obligation to fill all the form in the profile. For 
“family” related, it’s better to have a discussion with them before you 
drop any name, for “education” keep it related to your art, nothing 
to be ashamed of, but you will discovered -lately- that some people 
don’t care about your talent and just wanted to chat with the guy 
who was in the same school year of  his friend, at this university or 
that school.

•Your profile photo should preferably be your real face. If  you put 
the portrait you did of  a model, or of  a friend, as profile picture it 
may confuse people, much more if  it’s a gender contradiction. (No 
offense intended) 
Also, as a reminder, if  you’re seeking exposure it’s better to be rec-
ognized first as a person.
If  you put one of  your best shot -which is not yourself- as profile, 
there’s chance that you would like to update it maybe soon, and 
then loose your profile picture recognition from your audience. 
The profile picture is small, make your face memorable (graphic 
haircut, singular element like glasses, beauty spot…, or why not a 
real -profile- picture -not front mug shot-.)

You have no obligation 
to fill all the form in 

your profile.
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Ic -  The portfolio

…IN YOUR BAG.

Here is a very disturbing advice:
Have a small and handy portfolio.

I’m not talking about a “tiny” portfolio, but about a very handy 
one, fitting in your daybag or in your pocket.

It will not be the portfolio you will use for prospecting galleries 
or live reviews. The usual art portfolios are often large and cum-
bersome, sometime these large black binders with crystal sheets, 
are also often overpriced in art supply shops. 
Consider something you can always have with you, ready to un-
sheathe.
However, it doesn’t have to be made of  lower quality or disorgan-
ized. It should be a good summary of  your art personality.
It could include one page (or two max.) with references and a short 
bio if  it’s related to your art.
(don’t put your internship as baker, supermarket cashier, or your 
Nevada Survival Boycamp from 7 years ago)

What can it do for you?
It will be your assistant on everyday encounters; a curious new 
friend, a person with an important strategic role met by accident, 
a stranger you just cross and want as model, a café owner interest-
ed in putting some art on the walls,…
Don’t neglect the “first impression” of  your portfolio, put your 
best art at the beginning!
It could be a nice notebook with leather or fabric cover, a Filofax/
Moleskine binder, a homemade-binding photobook, but don’t 
make it look like a reclaim version of  an artist’s scrapbook.

Your former printed publications (if  any) could be the perfect 
companions to the portfolio for adding some credibility. 
Books (even self-published) and magazines could made you con-
sidered as a true emerging artist. 
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If  you can: carry the magazine, not only the article cut out, it is 
more impressive and may help the audience who don’t necessarily 
know the magazine you’ve been in.

Remember it’s your EVERYDAY portfolio, not the one 
for reviews and official meetings.

Have a 
small
and handy 
portfolio.
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Id - Questions and answers

Before you go further, rest a bit.
You already ingest maybe quite a lot of informations.
You gonna start your journey soon.
It’s time to face yourself in the mirror. 
Be honest, only YOU know.

Is your art good enough?

Does anybody have ever stoped and stared when crossing your 
art? Don’t inflate your ego, be a positive critic to your work. What 
is “good”, what may be interesting in your work? 
Think: What makes my work different from any other …and is this 
difference a good argument? What in a scale give weight to my 
work compared to others.
As a young artist, you may not have reach your full potential, but 
answering these questions will truly help you when someone else 
will ask.

“GOOD” here is a bit more than subjective, in the “exhibition dic-
tionary” it means “does it have the magic that change the emo-
tional charge in money”
It’s easy to get an encouraging word, it’s harder to get a good re-
view from a real professional, and much more harder to change 
the art in cash flow.

Still have doubts?
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Is your art 
good 
enough?
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“How could i know about how good i am?”

Get some reviews.
So, the best way to know, is to put your work under fire. Meet peo-
ple from the art field and try to get an opinion from some of  them. 
A student in photography can introduce you or your work to a 
teacher, an alumni locally exhibited can introduce you to the gal-
lery owner or curator.

You can also submit to contest, start small or local.
If  you go through the web, on-line reviews are not that great on 
free contest, but they are free! You can decide to use it or not with-
out thinking too much of  the time/money you invested. 
On the other hand, entering a paid contest can give more credibil-
ity, showing that you invest as much as you believe and are willing 
to go further. Plus, some paid contest are offering free review in 
the package, made by anonymous professionals. 

If  you can afford travelling or paying for review, you can also join 
review venues, often happening during photographic events and 
festivals . It allows to interact with a real person, which could be a 
good opportunity to train yourself  with live critics.

Do you have enough art?

Running an exhibition could be demanding, much more if  it’s 
your first one. And what is asked first is that you show art. But do 
you have enough to make a coherent display, do you already have 
enough prints, frames to do so, even after a curator get over your 
art and selected just a few?
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II-Enter the circle
You don’t enter any hall of fame if you don’t compete, you know that, and it’s 
the reason why you’re reading this, but in all the steps to climb to get a little 
recognition, one is non-negligeable : the first pulse.

This first pulse is the one where you will be encouraged and 
pushed. And to do so, you’ll need an entourage of  appropriate per-
sons, and here is how to meet some.

IIa - The business card

Have a business card and use it! 

No need to invest in expensive show-off fancy flashy or four-
colors ones.
Cheap cards also allow to write additional informations more eas-
ily with a pen.

Getting your name and your profession as “photographer” (at 
least) imprinted is mandatory, other informations should be relat-
ed to how you want to be contacted.

If  you don’t want people to physically contact you but you want 
them to remember where your strange name came from (nation-
ality) you can add your “city  Country”
A phone number should also be appreciated, and a social ID that 
you’re regularly using must complete the card. 
On the back, your website should stand steadfast and strong.
Don’t saturate the card with all your social networks, nor your 
complicated address.
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Having personality on your business card is unnecessary, but a 
graphic reminder is a good thing. 
Don’t go on free or cheap on-line logo (your logo for only 0.99$!), 
don’t use free jpgs or vector stock found on internet.
Be very careful with free fonts and use preferably classic ones, no 
hand-writing or hipster pack. Don’t mix more than two different 
fonts on the card. One font should already be enough.
Be serious, you’re not doing a school project, you’re making a com-
munication tool.

IIb - Get in touch

Locally, go to galleries, often. These are the best places to be seen 
and recognized. Don’t hesitate to enter discussions, to ask the 
opinion of  strangers about this artist or this project, this or this 
print exhibited. If  you’re really in photography as art, you can 
only have good feedback, as a curious amateur, a brilliant thinker 
or a good listener. 

Never enter a word fight, respect others opinion, never create a 
perturbing controverse about what is shown. You should always 
have in mind to appear like an enlighten amateur, a learner or a 
positive critic, not a hater, not a troublemaker, and for sure, espe-
cially not a frustrated jealous artist.

Art bookstores or other art-related shops are also recommended.

Always, at an appropriate moment, seize the opportunity to pres-
ent yourself  and ask for others, politely, to do so. The name, as 
much as the job, is important. 
Don’t hesitate on your everyday life to approach people and pres-
ent yourself, without being an invader or a boring presumptuous.
You can approach gallery curators, shop owners, other photogra-
phers and “friends of  friends”. Ask the others!
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Use all your free time and any moments to seize opportunity to 
approach the ones who may counts as recommandations but could 
also be friends or partners in a near future. Go to exhibitions 
openings, workshops, lectures, …
There no limit to your expendable circle of  acquaintances.

On-line, proceed the same. Get in touch preferably with the ones 
you like, the ones you respect. The same: store owners, galleries, 
artists, etc.
But this way you’re crossing the borders of  your local community. 
You can reach artists, galleries, reviewers and curators from (al-
most) all over the world.

Have a short introduction ready for the moment you want to add 
someone as a contact or as a Facebook friend. This should include 
your name, who you are (very short: “i’m a photographer from this 
city”), and an invitation to your website for more content. 
(Just to be sure: Your website is operational and up-to-date, right?)

Remember to not be intrusive. 
With people, with groups, don’t start chats for nothing with re-
cently met contacts, don’t invade their social network. 

If  you make constructive comments, if  you share appropriate 
contents on appropriate places, you should receive naturally some 
invitations and recommandations.
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Don’t hesitate to 
enter discussions, 
to ask the opinion 
of strangers about 
this artist or this 
project.

Seize opportunity to 
approach the ones 
who may counts.
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III- Being prepared

IIIa - Write a statement

Seriously, it’s not an option.
If you don’t know what a statement is, it’s time to learn.

You may think it’s one of  the dumbest idea expressing yourself  
with words when you’re a visual artist, but…
If  you want to be credible, a statement is mandatory.
It is what make the difference between artists recognized and the 
obscure and cryptic ones.
No need to be a writer or to have a literature degree, your state-
ment must speak the everyday language. You don’t know your au-
dience yet, but going in complex metaphysical jargon will surely 
not help anybody to understand your work.

IMPORTANT: The statement is not your CV!

Your statement should give informations in maximum 300/400 
words (but 150 to 250 words is recommended.)
It is about:
Why you’re making art, what inspires you, what is the significa-
tion, what it’s supposed to communicate, and of  course why peo-
ple should care, and what makes it special. 
 
The way you will write your statement is also to consider, people 
don’t want neither a list nor orders. Make them aware of  the spe-
cialty of  your art with suggestion.

Think about it like a story. Write it in the first person, you’re not 
speaking about someone else or about an abstract spirit. Use a 
personal style, but don’t be arrogant.

Write a statement inviting to enter a dialogue, a statement where 
people can disagree, but most of  all, a statement that engage the 
readers. Your statement is a gathering preach.
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A successful statement will trigger the curiosity and 
would make your audience looking for further.

Avoid references, reviews and comments from third parties. 
Avoid making references to other arts pieces (movies, music, 
books, who need further researches or late consultations, mostly 
if  they are alternatives or badly documented outside.)

Avoid comparisons with other artist, avoid much more compari-
sons with famous and recognized masters.

When you’re done, before engraving in stone, submit for reading 
to your friends and the closest acquaintances you trust. 
The feedbacks implies actions, corrections, several times.
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IIIb - Know your audience

Before the moment you will face for real the actors of  the art field, 
it could be a good thing to discover who is your audience.
Start with your “likers”, make some research about who they are. 
Professional of  art? curators: which partners, which clients? stu-
dents: what majors? employees: what work fields? artists: ama-
teur, notorious?

It’s not to spy for the sake of  spying, it’s documenting your au-
dience to adjust your exhibition plans. It’s important to know if  
your audience is more interested by your topics or your aesthetic 
approach, if  the ones who will be able to visit your exhibition are 
more potential buyers, critics, or just amateurs who can enlarge 
your visibility.

It allows you also to prepare your guest list for opening, and your 
invitation list for the whole duration of  your exhibition. 
Small galleries will appreciate your participation in submitting a 
list appropriate to its size and its notoriety later. 

Who’s 
gonna 
follow 

you ?
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IIIc - Know the process

There’s one way to look for an exhibition place, it’s not forged rules, it’s just a 
polite and approved series of actions you should apply.

This method is intended for galleries. 
For unofficial exhibition places, like shops, bars, a more colloquial visit could 
be accepted.

First, send an email
It’s a good way to start another conversation later, whatever hap-
pen. (“I sent you an email last november.. .”)
Be sure to personalize your email, at least with addressing correct-
ly your recipient. 
No “dear sir” or “hi”. Know and name your recipient even when 
sending to a company’s email address. 

Your email must contains:
Your name, your contact information (up-to-date!)
The reason of  this email: what do you want, why asking them.
A short self  introduction with name, art specialty, short state-
ment, short resume, summary of  your career.
Some pictures or a PDF (keep in mind the weight and size allowed 
for an email, think small) or a link specially dedicated to the re-
cipient’s view.
Description of  the attached documents.
An invitation to your website for more content.
How much artwork is available, what is your exhibition plan. (sug-
gest! everything can change, you’re not the decider yet)
An information about your wish to make a phone call to speak 
directly about a proposal. 
Don’t write it as a list, use sentences.

Your email should not give the impression that if  the recipient 
don’t answer back, you’ll send the same email to someone else. 
Your recipient must feel chosen.
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Second, give a call .
 
Decide of  a waiting period corresponding to the size and impor-
tance of  the gallery.
Also, be aware of  holidays.
Phone harassment is not seen well. Physical invasion neither.
If  no-one replies or calls you back, call by yourself.
One more time, knowing your interlocutor and his schedule will 
help you to choose the right time to contact him.

Anticipate : Have your discussion plan ready.
Write a check-list before the call: 
appointment, availability, what work are they more interested in, 
…
A correctly prepared phone call should end by an appointment.

Third, the appointment.

Again preparation is the key.
A portfolio is necessary, related to your phone discussion agree-
ment: last series, older works, etc. Avoid electronic device as much 
as possible. Small print copies or even a catalog of  your available 
artwork should be appreciated.
Listen carefully and answer questions without ever entering in 
anger, arrogance or impatience. Control your fidget, stay calm and 
polite.
You may not be solicited for an exhibition at the first meeting, but 
be sure to make your intentions clear. 
Take notes of  the feedback you received with actions.
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Four, what’s next?

After you’re invited for more, you can start talking about the col-
laboration.
You should have already in mind (or better : written down) your 
main terms of  conditions, your pricing for artworks.*
Invite your interviewer about his company’s conditions.
Be clear about terms: 
Will they be just an exhibition place, a co-organiser, a representa-
tive, an agent?*
Who get the money of  sales, in which proportions, who pay for 
what for this exhibition.*

*See all the details covered by an Agreement of Exhibition, Consign-
ment and/or Representation on Chapter V, article a, in the following 
pages.

[…]As for your work, dealers 
consistently describe their 
ideal artists with words like 
ambitious, original, risk-taking, 
bold, inspiring, and so on. They 
want to hear your whole story, 
not just today’s headlines[…]

Alan Bamberger
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“
As my artist’s 
statement explains, 
my work is utterly 
incomprehensible 
and is therefore
full of  deep 
significance

”
Calvin 

from Calvin & Hobbes
by Bill Watterson
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IV-Choosing the right place
Before you apply the protocol of gallery meetings, you should select the right 
place to go. And maybe “this famous gallery” is not your best choice.

IVa - Flexibility

The dream of  many of  photographers is to be exhibited by a fa-
mous gallery with visibility and high profits. Much more if  they 
can represent you (as agent). The value added by some galleries is 
sometimes making your eyes glittering and you heart beating like 
a jungle drum, …calm down now.

It’s not everyone who can reach the status of  having a name which 
make adding multiple zeros to a retail price. And gallery curators 
willing to promote unknown or not-even-emerging talents are 
not legions.

What can you do then?

Diversify your exposure!

But remember wherever you want to be seen, you have to match 
with the spirit of  the place, the mood and the audience taste.

Think of the case of a painting gallery specialize in antique 18-19th century,  
you don’t bring your cubist piece, however a good cubist you are.

Try to drop on paper your possible locations for display with an-
notations about what counts there .

Your notes should includes: 
-The available surface. No need to go and take measurements be-
fore you get in touch with someone. Just note “large prints” “small 
prints” “high walls with short width” “long rows available” etc. 
-The light! Is the light natural or artificial? Is it covering enough 
the possible display area?
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-The audience. Young or old? Looking educated? Sensible to art? 
Looking better-off or broke? More active and dynamic or stand-
ing quietly?
-The time spent by clients in the place. Don’t ignore this criteria, 
the time value is a challenger. There’s less chance that you get 
noticed when exhibiting in the row to the rest room, than in the 
main room of  a restaurant.
-The atmosphere, the feeling of  the place. Is it more chill and cosy, 
contemplative and quiet as a church, or dynamic and chatting all 
over the place. 

IVb - Supply and demand : the venue

The good choice then is to start small and local.
Maybe the first places to drop your art are not even galleries.

There are a lot of opportunities, much more if you’re living in (or 
nearby) a city.

Here are some possible paths where to be exposed:

-Shops
Shops where the retail is not owned by a chain store brand pref-
erably, to avoid identification to a brand in particular. Also, the 
chain retails have already strict rules for optimisation and place-
ment of  extra products that could be unfitting with your display 
plans.
The retails of  selected clothes, bookstores and lifestyle shops 
should welcome you.
Contacting manager or owner could be quite easy, but keep in 
mind to not drop pressure and be polite. Also don’t keep anger 
with refusals.

-Bars, cafés and restaurants
I put the three in the same category, but it’s in fact very different 
for the mood and the audience you can reach.
Again it could be easy to contact owner or managers.
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Also public places could not be appropriate for sensitive works. 
(violence, nudity, and so are definitely not desirable in places 
where kids and families may pass-by)

-The independent/alternative art galleries
I’m talking about these galleries, often unaware of  how works 
the art market, where anybody can drop anything (sculpture, self  
published books, drawings, craftwork) and the gallery just display 
randomly anything like a cheap shop and offer no warranty about 
damaged items (whoever damage it, them or customers)
I don’t recommend this kind of  exhibiting place, even with the 
attracting “free exhibition” offer. Several reasons why: the place 
is inappropriate for show; small, not organized, frames even dis-
played in racks sometimes. You don’t decide where and how your 
art is displayed. The smallest “galleries” are much more exposed to 
damages. The selling price you’re be allowed to put on tag here (or 
will be suggested to put) don’t even cover the price of  a good qual-
ity print.
On the other hand, having small prints and self-published books 
dropped here could help to grow your audience. (Put your name, 
social ID and your contact info on anything)

-Photo/Art Festivals
What a nice opportunity to be exposed. Real public exhibit, larges 
and medium format, on buildings, parks, or other public spaces, 
that’s awesome. There’s a lot of  festivals all around the globe, find 
yours! 
There are plenty of  topics covered, the contractual rules are often 
very short and clear, making the deal easy. Also, some are contest, 
some are free, and some are very expensive…
Be careful: being exhibited in festivals is a long time preparation. 
You need to be aware the date of  opening and closing of  submis-
sions, aware of  the festival timeline, schedule, is your presence 
required? who is paying for the trip? Who pay for the print, who 
owns it? Are they destructed or joining a private collection after 
the event?
Read the rules. 
If  it’s not written, ask!
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-The galleries and museums
Your ego couldn’t stand these small exposure places. You’ve al-
ready tried all the places mentionned before? 

You can’t wait anymore. You’re ready,… then go. Apply the process 
of  query suggested previously.( see “• Know the process” above)

The only advices at this stage are:
-Be patient
-Stay calm and don’t keep anger
-Be ready to step back to other options

[…]Not only do you have to 
demonstrate a serious concern 
for your art, but you must also 
make clear that you intend to be 
straightforward, communica-
tive, professional, disciplined, 
honest and committed to the 
success of the gallery.[…]

Alan Bamberger
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V- Doing it 
Finally, you’re there, accepted.

The next step is the exhibition preparation. 
Whatever you think, it still could be a big source of conflicts, 
angst and anger. 

Be prepared in three ways:
Va - The artist/gallery agreement (the contract)
Vb - The exhibition plan
Vc - The mental preparation

Va - The artist/gallery agreement
 (the contract)

Always do a complete and effective contract, it’s the only way to 
protect you and your work. The contract should cover three major 
topic for partnership between the artist and the gallery:

•Exhibition Agreement between artists and gallery, and which 
relates to a one-off exhibition being mounted by the gallery for 
the artist

•Consignment Agreement between artist and gallery which sets 
out the essential terms on which work is consigned by the artist to 
the gallery

•Long-term Representative Agreement where the gallery in-
tends to develop a long-term relationship with an artist, which 
will normally include exhibitions but may also include holding an 
artist’s work, showing the artist’s work at art fairs and represent-
ing the artist in setting up overseas exhibitions.
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The contract should be organized this way 
(this is an example, not a legal template)

I - Artist/Gallery Exhibition Agreement
For a single exhibition plan (for consignment and representation 
see II & III)

I-a Parties
State the name and full current addresses of  the parties to the 
Agreement, ie the artist and the gallery.

I-b Recitals
States the scope of  the agreement and what it is meant to cover eg 
the exhibition, venue, dates, talks.

I-c Operative clauses:

 I-c1. The Exhibition
Venue, dates, title (if  any), solo or mixed.

 I-c2. Works to be included
Which works are to feature in the exhibition, if  known. If  not yet 
identified, state how work will be selected. 

 I-c3. Exhibition costs
What costs are to be borne by the gallery or the artist, 
• Design and printing of  invitations and mail out
• Private view/other publicity
• Framing
• Fabrication
• Installation
• Dismantling
• Transport
• Photography of  work for catalogue, website, postcards
• Insurance of  works of  art in transit and while on exhibition or in 
storage
• Catalogues/postcards/invitations
etc.
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 I-c4. Publicity
State any publicity material to be produced by the gallery or the 
artist, for example:
• Artist’s biography
• List of  works to be exhibited, including size, date and details of
materials used
• Artist’s statement
• Images. Note: the photographer of  an image should normally be
credited.
Invitations and catalogues:
• Number of  invitations to go out
• Number of  invitations for the artist
• How the artist’s own mailing list will be handled
• Number of  catalogues to be printed
• Number of  catalogues for artist
Sponsorship: state whether the artist will agree or be consulted on 
the choice of  any sponsors to be associated with the exhibition.

 I-c5. Delivery/Collection of Work
State responsibility for delivery of  work to the gallery, and for col-
lection or re-delivery to the artist when the agreement ends:
• Dates
• Delivery responsibilities
• Transport costs
• Insurance
• Packing
Note: best practice is for the gallery to issue a Consignment Note 
or Receipt whenever work is delivered to or removed from the 
gallery; this acts as a record of  location and condition of  work, as 
well as of  ownership.
State whether the gallery may keep work for an agreed period af-
ter the exhibition ends.

 I-c6. Installation and hanging of work
State responsibility for the installation and dismantling of  all 
work.
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 I-c7. Ownership of work
State that (with the exception of  any work purchased outright by 
the gallery, see paragraph I-c9 below) the work in the exhibition 
will be loaned to the gallery on consignment and the artist will 
remain the owner until sale to a buyer.

 I-c8. Selling Prices
Selling prices for work to be sold. 
Full list of  works covered.
Mention if  prices include or exclude VAT.

 I-c9. Sales and loan conditions
State whether the gallery agrees to include any agreed terms in its 
sales contract or invoice to buyers, eg copyright statement, per-
mission for gallery to disclose buyer’s details to the artist; right for 
artist to borrow work for exhibitions.
State whether the gallery can purchase work outright, and how 
the sale price will be agreed. This is normally based on the price 
the artist would receive on a sale, after the gallery’s sale commis-
sion.
State the gallery’s policy with regard to offering buyers discounts 
on the sale price (with any maximum discount agreed). Note: state 
if  any discounts will be shared between the gallery and the artist, 
or whether they are paid out of  the gallery’s share of  the sale pro-
ceeds.

 I-c10. Gallery commission
State the rate of  sales commission due to the gallery on sales, and 
whether VAT will need to be added to the commission or not.

 I-c11. Payments
State if  any other payments will be due to the artist, eg exhibition 
fee, fee for talk etc.
State whether the artist will be entitled to a share of  any catalogue 
or postcard sales; or reproduction fees paid by publishers or other 
licensees.
Instalment sales: state whether instalment sales are permitted, 
and if  so how they are to be handled, eg will the gallery account to 
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the artist for his/her share of  each instalment upon receipt.
Time of  payment: State when the gallery will pay the artist. Pay-
ment will normally be made only after receipt of  sale price by the 
gallery.
Method of  payment: state how the artist will be paid eg cheque or 
BACS transfer. Some galleries generate a self-billing invoice for 
the artist. State whether VAT will need to be added to the artist’s 
invoice.
Statement of  Account: state when the gallery will provide the art-
ist with statements about sales (eg within 30 days after exhibition 
ends) and what information will be included, for example title of  
work, date of  sale, sale price, name of  buyer.

 I-c12. Studio Sales
State any restrictions on studio or private sales by the artist dur-
ing the exhibition, and (usually) for an agreed period before and 
after the exhibition ends.

 I-c13. Loss or damage to work; insurance
State the gallery’s obligation to insure the work and for what val-
ue.
State the insured risks the insurance will cover, eg fire, theft, acci-
dental damage.
State whether it is a requirement of  the insurers that the artist 
should be named as a beneficiary on the gallery’s insurance policy.
State at what point (if  any) the gallery takes responsibility to in-
sure works e.g. at point of  delivery to the gallery or from artist’s 
studio.
If  restoration work is needed, state whether the artist has the right 
to approve the choice of  restorer.

 I-c14. Copyright
State that copyright will remain with the artist.
State any reproduction licences/permissions the gallery will need 
from the artist eg to photograph work for catalogue, for postcards 
and for sales promotion; and any conditions.
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 I-c15. Credits and Moral rights
State that artist will to be credited whenever any work is exhibited 
in public or an image of  the work is published by or for the gallery.

 I-c16. Legal clauses, for example:
• Force Majeure
States that neither party will be responsible for compensating the 
other if  they fail to meet their obligations because of  circumstanc-
es outside their reasonable control.
• Modifications
All changes to the agreement must normally be in writing signed 
by both parties.
• Entire agreement clause
Stating that the agreement contains all the agreed terms regard-
ing the exhibition (this excludes reference to previous corre-
spondence etc.).
• Governing Law
This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the gallery’s 
registration or residency country law. Be sure which country is 
rulling the contract, and under which language.
An accredited translation should be asked to provide for non-na-
tive language agreement, it’s not mandatory and could be artist’s 
responsibility (under request and added expense).
Signatures/Dates:
The agreement should normally be signed and dated by one of  the 
gallery directors, and the artist. A signed copy of  the agreement 
should be retained by each party.

II - Artist/Gallery consignment agreement
Agreement between artist and gallery which sets out the terms 
on which the artist agrees to consign work to the gallery, usually 
for sale purposes. Reference can also be made to the Exhibition 
Agreement in Section I above for further detail on some of  the 
paragraphs below.

II-a Parties
State the names and current addresses of  the parties to the agree-
ment, eg artist and the gallery.
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II-b Recitals (optional)
States the purpose and scope of  the agreement and what it is in-
tended to cover, ie the terms of  consignment of  work for sale pur-
poses.

II-c Operative Clauses:

 II-c1. Consignment of work
Statement that the gallery acknowledges receipt on consignment 
from the artist of  the works listed in the Appendix.
Note: a Consignment Note or Receipt or should be prepared and 
signed each time work is delivered to the gallery.
Purpose of  the consignment: state the purpose of  the consign-
ment eg exhibition (give dates if  possible), sale.
Condition of  work: state that the work is taken to be accepted in 
good condition unless any particular defects are noted in the Ap-
pendix.

 II-c2. Selling prices
The Appendix should specify the agreed selling prices for the 
work. State whether these prices include or exclude VAT.
State the gallery’s discount policy (with any maximum discount 
agreed). State if  any discounts will be shared between the gallery 
and the artist or whether be paid out of  the gallery’s share of  the 
sale proceeds.

 II-c3. Gallery commission
State agreed rate of  sales commission which the gallery will re-
ceive on any sale and whether VAT will need to be added to the 
commission; for further information on VAT, see Q&As.

 II-c4. Payments
State when the artist will be paid following a sale, this will nor-
mally be
an agreed period following receipt of  payment by gallery; and 
method of  payment.
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 II-c5. Duration
State for how long the work will be consigned to the gallery. This 
could be for a fixed period, for example the period of  an exhibi-
tion plus an agreed period after the exhibition ends; or until either 
party gives at an agreed period of  notice to the other.

 II-c6. Delivery arrangements
State responsibility for delivery of  work to the gallery, and for 
collection or re-delivery to the artist when the agreement ends: 
dates, delivery responsibilities, transport costs; insurance and 
packing

 II-c7. Costs
State any costs for which the artist is responsible. Note: all costs 
are normally for the gallery’s account unless the agreement states 
otherwise.

 II-c8. Ownership of work
State that the work remains the property of  the artist until sold, or 
re- delivered to the artist.

 II-c9. Loss, damage and insurance
State the gallery’s obligation to insure the work, for what value, 
and at what point the gallery takes responsibility to insure works 
e.g. at point of  delivery to the gallery or from artist’s studio.
State the risks the insurance will cover eg fire, theft, accidental 
damage.

 II-c10. Copyright
State that the artist remains copyright owner. Any reproduction 
rights to require the prior permission of  the artist.
Signatures/Date
The agreement should normally be signed and dated by one of  
the gallery directors, and the artist. A copy of  the agreement and 
appendix should be retained by each party.
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APPENDIX
• List of  works consigned
• Title, media, dimensions, framed/unframed • Condition:
• Agreed Selling price:      (exclusive/inclusive of  VAT)

III - Artist/Gallery long term representation
 agreement

When an artist and a gallery intend to enter into a long-term 
agency or representative relationship covering for example exhi-
bitions, sales, commissions.
Reference should be made to the Exhibition Agreement Check-
list (see section I above) since many of  the same points arise; the 
Checklist includes the additional points that should normally also 
be covered.

III-a Scope of agreement
State the scope of  the Gallery’s agency or representative role, for 
example:
• Exhibitions
• Sales of  work held in stock
• New commissions
• Arrangements with other dealers for overseas shows
• The media which the Gallery will represent for the artist
Exclusivity: state whether the Gallery’s appointment is ‘exclusive’ 
(preventing any other gallery or dealer/agent from representing 
the Artist) If  so, the agreement should state:
• What is the geographical scope of  the exclusivity (eg US only?)
• What the exclusivity applies to: does it cover all pre-existing and 
new work, or just new work, or work in specific media?
Are there to be exceptions?
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III-b Responsibilities of the gallery
• State what commitments the gallery is making to the artist, eg 
regular solo shows, etc.
• State whether the gallery agrees to use best endeavors to pro-
mote
the artist and make sales of  the artist’s work.

III-c Exhibitions
State whether a separate exhibition contract will be signed for any 
show. What exhibition costs the gallery will be responsible for (cf  
Exhibition Agreement Checklist, Section I-c3. Exhibition costs).

III-d Gallery commission etc
State rate(s) of  sales commission the gallery will charge for sales 
of  artists’ work, obtaining commissions etc. and whether VAT will 
need to be added. Will there be different commission rates for 
work in different media.
State whether commission is payable to the gallery on sales which 
take place after the agreement ends but which are to existing gal-
lery clients or which resulted from contacts made by the gallery.
State whether the gallery will pay the artist a stipend or minimum 
income per month/year (normally only applies to exclusive ar-
rangements, and only then rarely).

III-c Duration and termination
State the duration of  the agreement, ie the earliest date when the 
agreement will end. This could either be a fixed period (say one 
year), or until brought to an end by a minimum written notice by 
either party eg six months.
State if  either party can end the agreement on written notice if  
the other party fails to comply with the contract obligations.
State whether the agreement can be ended by the artist if  the gal-
lery ceases to trade or becomes insolvent.
State whether the artist should be able to terminate if  the gallery 
changes hands or a particular individual leaves.
Consequences of  termination: state arrangements for delivery or 
collection of  any unsold work, and whether artist will be provided 
with a final Statement of  Account.
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Signatures/Dates
The agreement should normally be signed and dated by one of  
the gallery directors, and the artist. A copy of  the agreement and 
appendix should be retained by each party.

Always do 
a complete 
and 
effective 
contract, 
it’s the 
only way 
to protect 
you and 
your work.
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Vb - The exhibition plan

The exhibition is usually a long preparation, much more than just 
hanging frames on the wall.
This preparation contains administrative parts consigned in the 
contract ( I-c1. The Exhibition -dates, venue, title- and I-c2. Works to be 
included ) but also the physical organisation of  works and space. 

The description of  the event to discuss with the gallery covers:
•The way to display the selected works: arrangement, fixing mode, 
plan of  the exhibition. Some artists use a small scale model of  the 
gallery to visualize the exhibition, some only uses 2D blueprints 
of  the place.
•The necessity or not of  special equipments (lights, furnitures, 
wall painting or decorations, dividers, masonry…)

After both parties agreed, all this should be consigned clearly in an appendix 
to the contract, detailed enough to allow the fill of article I-c3. Exhibition 
costs and other cost-related articles of the contract.

Also, it’s a good idea to have already dropped on paper your list 
of  guest to invite, to be sure you’ll get enough invitations (from the 
article I-c4. Publicity -number of invitations for the artist- in the contract.)
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Vc - The mental preparation

Gallerists are not your enemies.

Never ever enter fights. No word fights, no violence. You’re here 
for a cooperative work, you are not the ruler. Take the best of  what 
is offered. Don’t be a slave but don’t be an arrogant asshole, be the 
one everybody would like to work with and be smooth in the nega-
tive moments.

I’ll never say enough: the exhibition, much more the exhibition 
OPENING and much much more if it’s your first exhibition, are 
brain killers.

You really need to know a way to get rid of  pressure at any mo-
ment. Whatever it is, friends or family support, booze (moderate-
ly), meditation,… you really need a trick to keep cold with all the 
situations to come.

The harsh critics, the uneducated visitors, the drunk guy at the 
opening, the virulent feedbacks on the press, and all the unexpect-
ed events (damaging your works or not) will play violin with your 
nerves.

So, with a good preparation, 
everything will be alright.
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As a conclusion

I hope this guide have been helpful, it’s definitely a document to 
keep, even if  it’s just for preparing correctly a contract.
In the art world, there’s a place for everyone.
Whatever the topics you’re covering, however ripe is your art, 
however educated you are, all what counts is how much efforts you 
push in your art and how far you go to promote it.

Nothing is easy but the only thing that can stop you is 
your surrender.

If  you already read all this, you know more than others now.
Your motivation is the key, keep going.

No good luck, all that matters is keep motivated.

Alexandre from Bromidebooks.com

�

For any comments, opinions, feedbacks, or suggestion of modification 
send an email to contact[at]bromidebooks.com

�

If you like photography and  photobooks, mostly disregarded and emerging 
talents, i suggest you keep an eye on our website bromidebooks.com, our 

Facebook or even buy some good books on our on-line store to support the 
young generation of photographers.

�

http://bromidebooks.com
mailto:contact%40bromidebooks.com?subject=Journey%20to%20an%20exhibition%20%3A%20My%20feedback
http://www.facebook.com/Bromidebooks/
http://www.facebook.com/Bromidebooks/
http://bromidestore.tictail.com
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